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CHAPTER I

NATIONALISM, THE NATION AND NATION-BUILDING

With the rise to self-assert Ion of the former colonial

peoples, nationalism seems to hare taken a strong hold; yet,

at the same time in Europe nationalism appears to be talcing

on new dimensions. The molding of the U.S.s.R. into a

single political unit with cultural autonomy, and the st-»pa

taken towards political end economic integration of Western

Europe, msy well he two extreme examples of the shape of

things to come. At the same time we see a similar pheno-

menon in many of the new nations—the molding of a new

unit out of many former sovereignties. These new nations-

some ruled by colonial powers for as little as fifty years-

were created from en amalgamation of individual autono-

mous units* In each case the problem is to develop new

loyalties to the new order, be it the U.3.S.R., the E.E.C.

or a new nation. The configuration of these loyalties for

lack of a better term is known as nationalism.

It has been well established that nationalism is a

recent phenomenon. Certain basic changes in concepts of

the state and in the social environment of man, both of

which are closely interwoven, have been involved. First,

"nationalism is inconceivable without the ideas of popular

sovereignty preceding—without a complete revision of the



position of ruler and ruled, of classes and castes. This

means that the nation or the state can no longer be looked

upon as the personal property of the ruler, but rather ee

the concern of all the citizenry end as such the citizen is

considered sovereign. Yet, for this concept to emerge, first

there had to appear the citizen rather than the subject.

Nationalism then appears at the same time or after mass

mobilization or "the process of integration of the masses of

the people into a common political form."2 In the context

of the developing nations this can be seen more clearly.

The two mo£t significant elements in the rise of nation-
alism as the modern world intrudes upon different
countries are the disintegration of the older forms of
society and communal life and the emergence of the bour-
geoisie end the "common man." For reasons which remain
only partially explained, the interaction of these ele-
ments produces a vigorous sense of national identity _
which shortly translates itself into political action.

This vigorous sense of national identity has a ten-

dency to be molded by certain objective factors. Among the

most important are language, territory, political entity,

customs and traditions, and religion. Language certainly

can be considered among the most important, for "a striking

coincidence can still be found between emphasis on language

and the emergence of the nation. , • . What lay behind the

"'•Hans Kohn, The Idea of National ism (New Yorkj
Macmillan and Co., 1944), p. 3.

2Ibid., p. 4.

sRupert Emerson, From Empire to Nation (Boston: Beacon
Press, 1962), p. 93.
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eruption of the language issue was, of course, the emergence

of the middle class and then of the broader masses of the

people, familiar only with the vernacular languages hut

given a social and geographical mobility which overrode

local dialects."* Although an international language such

as English may be imposed from above end at first create a

picture of unity among the elites, certainly the rapid emer-

gence of a broader base of education will bring the language

question to the fore.5 Territorial boundaries and the

established political entity oan go far in creating a sense

of exclusiveness. For example, the colonial regimes in

Africa have definitely created hardened political boundaries

separating peoples on each side giving rise to a sense of a

national "we" as ooposed to a foreign "they". This sense of

identity, the setting of secondary symbols upon primary

symbols, however, need not only apply to the state as

conceived on paper or in form; it may and certainly doee

also apply to smaller entities.

But the nation and nationality have not been de-

fined. It seems that for the discussion of the precondi-

tions for nationalism a functional definition would be the

most useful. In this sense, then, we approach the nation

from the concept of a nationality or from the constituent

4Ibid.. p. 134.

Sfcarl Deutsch, Nationalism and Social Communication
(Cambridge, Mass.: M.I.T. Press, T5o*6), pp. 1S4-137.



elements of the nation*

In the political and social struggle* of the modern age,
nationality then, means an alignment of a large number
of Individuals from the middle and lover classes linked
to regional centers and leading social groups by chan-
nels of social communication and economic Intercourse
both Indirectly from link to link and directly with
the center.®

Then nationality and the nation are synonomoua* This defi-

nition over others which stress consciousness, or the state

of mind has the advantage in that it emphasises the means by

which the state of mind or the consciousness is produced*

By this definition then we must differentiate between

the nation and the state* The nation can only consist of a

mobilised population with the ccnsoousness developed

through communication of being a "we" or a nation* The

state, then, refers to the political organisation under

which various people or peoples are governed* The nation

can create the state aa In the case of Germany or the state

can create the nation as in the ease of the United Statea*

Yet it seems essential in the modern mind that the nation

and the state should coincide*

Since the state is In modern times the most significant
form of organisation of man and embodies the greatest
eoncentrat ion of power, it is inevitable that there
should have been and should still be, a great and revo-
lutionary struggle to secure a coincidence between stats
and nation, 7

•ibid*, p* 101.

^Emerson, o£* olt*, p* 96*



Almond and Powell have identified four aystem prob-

lems thet each political system must solves 1) state*

building—the problem of integration end control | 2) nation*

building—the problem of group identity and loyalty; S)

participation—the involvement in decision-making and

4) distribution—the allocation of goods and services end

other values*
6

It seems apperent that all four system prob-

lems are present In the developing nations, but that two

aeem paramount* In contrast to the major developed nations

which appear to have approached the four problems sequen-

tially, the development of new nationa must telescope their

problem-solving in such a way that there is mutual inter-

action. However, the problems of state- and nation-build ing,

in view of the mobilization of numbers of people in the

etruggle for independence, must be epproached simultsneously.

The question of what is nation-building remains* Is

it the problem of building group identity end loyaltyt If

eo, how intensive is this loyalty to be? Will there be

ultimate loyalty in a monolithic state or will there be

rather a federetion of cultural unite under a single state

form? It has been suggested that nation-limiting should

be e prime cons ideret ion for the new states*

This would be the art of persuading new nstiona to
limit themselvee to e sine manageable for their own
integrative and decision making capabilities, as well

Gabriel almond and Bingham Powell, Comparative
Political A Developmental Approach (New Yorkj Little Brown
end Company, 1956), t». 314

*



es the art of separating populations and territories
wherever too many people seem to be imprisoned in
hardened deadlock of mutual frustration and rising
resentment* 9

let, this would seen to be visionary idealiam* once a state

is established as such, it la not likely to divide itself

Into smaller although perhaps more manageable units* The

American and Nigerian civil wars tend to indicate that once

• state has been established aa such in modern times, the

constituent units lo-e the freedom to decide for themselves

aa to whether to participate in the state or not* although

attempts at union-formation have occured relatively fre-

quently, the voluntary dissolution of a state ia almost un-

heard of*10 Dissolution may be achieved by war, but can

this be considered net ion-building or even nation-limiting?

Carl Friedrich has stated that nation-building ean ba

eonaidered "a matter of building group cohesion and group

loyalty for purposee of international repreaentation and

domestic planning," This can apply both to the new na-

tiona of the world and to the older nations which are con-

sidering and working towards federation* It emphasises the

*Karl Deutsch and William J* Foltz. eds,, Ra tion-
Build ins (Sew York: Atherton Press, 1966), p* x*

10See Ami tsi Btaioni, Political Unification : A Com-

f
arstlve Study of Leaders and Forces (New Yorkt HolT

'

inehart and wins ton, Inc., 1965) , VP» 3£9 and 332 for a
distinction between union and political community or state*

Deutsch end Folts, 0£. clt* . p* 32*
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originally be with the political unit ae enwlaioned. In tha

new nations of Africa, particularly, we see a phenomenon of

divided loyalty. Tha mobilisation of largo group* In theea

nationa has brought a cciiaelousneaa of being a part of the

•tate in whioh thay now reaide. Howewcr, it has alio

brought a eonaciouaneea of what la known aa subnet lonaliam

or tribalism end a conaelcuanees of being African rather

than anything else, a e enacinusnee s which was heightened by

historical circumstance and color prejudice. The problem of

aation-bull ding in Africa then deala with the problem of

terminal loyalty. Will tha new otatea be able to generate

loyalty to the state ea presently eonatituted? Will loyalty

remain in the large tribal federations or will loyalty be

ultimately rlran to Africe aa a whole*



CHAPTER II

THE METHODOLOGICAL APPROACH

If, aa defined above, nationalism la a recent African

phenomenon, it la necessary to look into ways and means of

analyzing end disouseing nationalism on a country by country

basis. In moat cases today, it should be noted that natio-

nalism and the nation remain goals to be achieved rather than

fully defined entitiea in their own right. The problem is

to determine the focus for this study. Does one look for

the modern man, the one who haa divorced himself from his

traditional way of life enough so that he haa a aider per-

spective? Or do .'s he approaca nationalism and net ion-building

from the cultural point of view? In other words, should we

look for the underlying compatibilities or inccmpatibilitiea

in the cultural configuration of the groups within the

political unit, or should we look at the way the unit handles

political decisions and questions? Tariout> approaches have

been proposed and it aeema necessary at this point to di&ouaa

e few of them.

The human baaes of national lam

Perhaps the beat definition of modern man has been

given by Daniel Lerner. It is his thesis that "high en-

pethlc capacity is the predominant personal style only In
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modem society, which is distinctively industrial, urban,

literate and participant,"1 It is this empathic capacity

which distinguishes the modern man, the mobile personality.

The mobile person is distinguished by a high oapacity

for identification with new aspects of his environment!

he comes equipped with the mechanisms needed to incor-

porate new demands upon himself that arise out of hia

habitual experience.*

This man is, an essential ingredient of the modern system; he

creates it and in turn the system molds him. Further, mod-

ern media can be considered the mobility multiplier. Modern

media are only found in systems which are considered modern

by other tests. They grow only where there are available

talents and skills to create a vast complex mass media

system. Thus, modern media "by simplifying perception while

greatly complicating response have been great teachers of

interior manipulation.

"

3

While it is difficult, if not impossible, to measure

empathy through statistics, there are other indicators which

may be used. Lerner found a direct sequence of modernization

which sterts from urbanization. This creates a matrix of

skills and resources which further develops the attributes

of the next two phesas, literacy and media growth. Ur-

banization appears to create the necessary conditions for

Daniel Lerner, The Passing of Traditional Society ;

Modernizing the Middle Sast (New York: The Free Press of

Glencoe, 1958), p. 50.
'

2Ibid., p. 49. 5Ibld .. p. 54.
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modernization, that is increased literacy and media growth.

Literacy further acts upon media growth but both produce

the modern participant society.

An alternative approach would be one in which the per-

sons who are placed in a situation where empathic qualities

become essential were to be isolated statistically. Karl

Deutsch has suggested the use of the concept of social mobi-

lization, "the process in which major clusters of old social,

economic and psychological commitments are eroded or broken

and people become available for new patterns of socializa-

tion and behavior."4 To describe this process in quantitative

terms, Deutsch uses seven indices: (a) mass media audience,

(b) change of residence, (c) literacy, (d) urbanization,

(e) population in non-agricultural employment, (f) per

capita income and (g) voting participation. Changes in

these statistics (in terms of percentage of population) over

the years are used in the determination of the rate of social

mobilization. The entire process of social mobilization

creates a shift in emphasis, at least for segments of the

population "away from the parochialism and internationalism

of many traditional cultures to a preoccupation with the

supralocal but far leas than world-wide unit of the terri-

torial and, eventually, national state. "°

Karl Deutscii, "Social Mobilization and Political
Development," in H. Eckstein and David E. Apter, Comparative
Politics : A Reader (New York: The.Free Press of G-lencoe,
1963), p. 5"23"I Ibid., p. 588.
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However, this "same proceaa may tend to strain or

destroy the unity of • state whose population is already

divided into aeveral groups with different languages or cul-

tures or beeic ways of Ufa*"* So that although the proases

of social mobilization stay indeed widen horizons beyond the

traditional perspectives, it may also create a preoccupation

for a larger but subnatlonal group* However, while it la

certainly true that the process of social mobilization may

strain the unity of a multi-cultural atate, it la certainly

not a foregone conclusion that this proceaa will destroy the

state. FolUloal decisions and aetlona may well be the

final determinant.

The cultural baaea of nationalism

Professor Von der Mohden in his discussion of the

aearch for national identity deals primarily with the educa-

tions of political alienation. Be offers a general outline

of factors to look for In a situation marked by alienation,

in dealing with secessionist threate he finda the eauae in

auch factora as religion, geography (areaa either remote from

the political center or hampered by poor communication), se-

parate administration during the colonial arm, and the hope

of foreign involvement* A milder form of alienation would

demand constitutional guarantees for minority rights, yore

general causal variables for the lack of the development of a

6Ibid., p. 539.
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national Identity can also be delineated. These new states

are generally artificial, that is they do not often have a

national heritage before colonialism, but rather are a con-

glomeration of different tribal groups. Closely related to

this is the factor of artificial borders, that is the division

of tribal, ethnic and linguist io groups into separata states

by the colonial powers. Colonial policy, although not al»

ways consciously following the principle of divide and rule

may also be a contributing factor. The lack of communica-

tions and modern media have contributed to the persistenet

of village and regional parochialism. All of these factor

i

influence minorities who may, in turn, exert pressures

for separatism. Positive policies tc combat alienation

could include the extension of political parties to out-

lying regions, the creation of patriotism and propaganda

designed towards a national focus, national languages

7
and education and anti-guerilla measures*

Another approach deals specifically with the problem

of cultural pluralism. The authors say that

social mobilization and cultural assimilation take place
simultaneously on different levels. Terminal loyalty

may well come to reside in the existing state, or in

some cultural component smaller than the internationally
recognized territory or indeed vacillate between one and

the other. 8

7
See Fred Von der Mehden, Politics of the Developing

Nations (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.,; Prentice-Hall, 1964)*

8Charlea W. Anderson, Fred R. Von der Mehden and
Crawford Young, Issues of Political Development (Englewood
Cliffs, N.J".,: Prentice^Sell, Inc., 1967), p. 16.



Cultural loyalties and subnatlonal loyaltlaa develop at the

seme time aa national loyaltlaa (and for the same reasons)

and both act and react In the developing state* An Individ*

ual as he moves into the modern world is involved vlth a

multiplicity of potential foci of loyalty and his percep-

tion of a situation will determine his ultimate loyalty at

that particular moment* Further

it Is pertinent to note that a feedback situation to
eolidarlty occurs: the more frequently and intensively
• given circle is activated by perceptions of situation,
the more deeply Ingrained in the social consciousness of
the actor this circle becomes* 9

Subnatlonal consciousness seems to appear most readily with

certain particular issues, such aa language policy, locali-

zation of civil service, electoral competition and resource

allocation* intensification of subnatlonal loyaltlaa

grouped around theae lasuee gives rise to alienation, dissen-

sion, end even secession* Means of reducing possible areas

of conflict are aeen in federation, a culturally neutral

atate and ideology*

Another approach could be that of political culture

which concerns the mellau in which political action takes

place* Aa such it does not deal with political actions -^ttr

ae, but rather with the belief systems which surround and

operate upon the political system* Its chief focus la

towards nationsl integration or nation-building* "The

Ibid* , p. 6£*
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politioal culture of • society constats of the system of

amplriaal beliefs, expressive symbols, and values which de-

fines the situation In which political action takes place.

"

One may very well ask how to study political culture, what

are the relevant beliefs, attitudes, and symbols which de-

limit political culture? According to Verb*

the study of political culture leads invariably to the

study of political socialization, to the learning
experiences by which e political culture Is paaaed on

from generation to generation end to the situations
under which political cultures change* 4.

All culture is learned and It la the varicus struc-

tures and Institutions through which political culture la

learned whloh must be examined. The history of the unit as

well as the operation of the political system are closely

related to the feelings of national identity. For example,

the way in which the nation la formed may be crucial.

Equally Important, political crlaea may be relevant particu-

larly if they tend to divide commitment rather than giving

the members of the polity a sense of common commitment. The

polltlolsetion of personal relationships aa well aa the

feelings of trust and distrust rcgardlees of the form the

government tekes ere very important. The direct social 1»

cation process stressing perhsps education or voluntary

association behevior must also be examined. From these

10Lucien Pya and Sidney Verba, Political Culture and
Political Development (Princeton, N.J.t Princeton university
Press, 1965), p. 513.

UIbld.. p. 517.
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Institution*, we get a picture of the polltloel culture which,

Incidentally, Is not homogeneous In any culture* Generally,

there are at least two, one for the masses and one for the

elite; however, there need not be a barrier betwaen the two,

rather a sequential politleiaation from the mass to the elite

culture. It Is alao conceivable to have several different

strains of culture vithln a political unit, but there must

be a great deal of congruence between them for stability*

From an analysis of the political culture then, the degree

of homogeneity with the culture or cultures or the degree

of disharmony can be assessed*

The political bases of nationalism

12
professor Btzionl has presented a paradigm, a eet of

dimensions for the study of political unification* Although

primarily applied to the unification of existing states, it

oi n &».eo be applied to the evolution of other unifications

such as tribal unification into a nation*

Whatever the independent variable—beokgrcund condition,
Integreting powers, retarding factore—we turn to the

same dependent veriableaj the level and scope of lnte~
grationi that ia, we wieh to outline the problem*
Involved in determining the effect these various faetora
have on the success or failure of uniflcetion. °

x*A»itai Etaioni, Political Unification : A Cosroaretlve
•tudy Loaders and Foroes (New York: Holt. Rlnehart ana
i'instonT Inc., 1«S5T, p. 2. "It provides a sst of inter-
releted questions, but no eecount of validated propositions."

13Ibld .. p. 14*



The ultimate goal of a political union is the creation of •

political cocanunity which 1st

ty that poaaeeses three kinds of integration:
(a) it has an affective control over the uee of the mm
of violence... : (b) it has a center of a decision-making
that is able to affect significantly the allocation of
resources and rawer da throughout the community; and
(o) it is the dominant focus of political identification
for the large majority of politically aware citizens. 1*

Power la essential in the creation of a political

union* However, it is necessary to divide the concept of

power into three constituent parts: (a) identitive; (b) utili-

tarian i (o) coercive. The more Identitive and utilitarian

power the elites or the system builds up, the more successful

that system will be. However, in contrast to the above two

forms of power, it seems that the application of coercive

power above a oertain level will decrease the chances for a

successful union. A premature union, that la one where

existing loyalties are strong, will require more force than a

mature or overdue one. It seema that in building up the

union, identitive power la more affective at least In the

initial stages than an attempt at reallocation of resources.

Finally it seems that each union reaches a crisis state or

coercive showdown. This tends "to come at a particular

point in the life history: (a) as the power of external

elites declines, {b) before the union *s utilitarian and

14Ibld .. p. 4.
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identitive systems and power are built up, op (o) after they
IE

have weakened." Strategies to be used in times of crisis

are acceleration, which tends to be more effective in antici-

pation in mature unions, and deceleration, which tends to be

more effective in premature unions*

•

Summary

Nationalism as a recent phenomenon would seem to depend

upon modern man. However, it is first necessary to define

modern man and then to be able to delineate him from the rest

of the population within a given country. Modern men has

been defined by Daniel Lerner as the mobile personality with

a high empathio capacity. But Mr. Lerner concentrates his

discussion on the conditions of modernity rather than modern

man as such. Therefore, it seems necessary to turn to the

concept of social mobilization to find the modern man. But

measuring the statistical definition of modern man does not

tell much about the melieu in which he operates. One

approach could be through an analysis of the problem of

political alienation and the background factors behind it.

Another could be the discussion of cultural plurality and

the ways in which It operates on and within the system.

This approach could also look into the development of sub-

national loyalties. Another could take a view of the

cultural melieu as a whole as it relates to the political

15Ibid., p. 96,
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system. Hot only ere the background factors to alienation

considered, but also the situations la which subnetlonal

loyalties develop* The concept of political culture can help

also to determine those situations In which subnatlonal

loyalties are not disruptive. The Question of political

alienation and subnatlonal loyalties all deal with the

problem of identification to the political system. Yet In

many casea identification to the political system comes after

a period of time in which the political system has

been held together by other forces* Therefore, It la also

necessary to discuss and analyze the political and economic

decisions which may help to Integrate or disintegrate the

system* Professor Btsionl has delineated the coercive

forces and utilitarian decisions as being particularly

important in the discussion of political integration*

Theory, then, is Important when discussing natio-

nalism and nati en-building on a country by country basis*

It seems that rapid social mobilisation has an effect on

the integration or disintegration ot the political cul-

ture or the identities force In the atate or political

community. However, aa it is apparent that the atate or

political community can build up the identities force

or a political culture or oulturea which are cohesive, it

seems necessary to take other important elemente into
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consideration. The coercive and utilitarian frreea can

build up Identity to the community or national political

culture. Therefore, the use of theae forces nraat be taken

Into consideration. The purpose of this paper la to apply

theae consi derations to a particular country, Nigeria*



CHAPTTU? Ill

SOCIAL MOBILIZATION

Background

During the rush far empire in the 19th century, Great

Britain acquired the area now known as Nigeria, starting

first with the colony of Lagos in the middle of the century

end finally completing her conquest with the addition of

the protectorate of Northern Nigeria by the beginning of the

20th century. In 1914 the various colonies and protector-

ates were amalgamated to form what is now Nigeria. The Bri-

tish laid the foundations for the present educational end

economic structure during the interwar period. With the

coming of World War II, treater pressure was made throughout

the world for independence of all colonies. The decision

was made to proceed with all possible speed to grant indepen-

dence to the colonies within the British empire by the end

of the war. In response to pressure mounting in Nigeria

various commissions and constitutions were formed. Inde-

pendence was finally granted to Nigeria on October 1, 1960

and in 1S63 Nigeria declared herself a Federal Republic

Nigeria^ geography encompasses the densely wooded

tropical rainrorest region on the coast, the plains of the

central region, and the semi-forest regions in the North.

The populations in each of these geographical belts were
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end are widely divergent with different traditions, reli-

gions and mores* Before the arrival of the British the

most developed area in terns of polltloal structure was that

of the North* But Its landlocked locetlon blocked it from

receiving the early contact with the Vest* end Western tech-

nological and Industrial knowledge* Early contacts with the

British on the part of the population of the South gave It

an advantage In the education neceasary for the modern indue-

trial system* This education el so brought with It the early

demands for self-government and independence*

Independent Nigeria appeared to show great promise In

both rapid economic development* political stability and

democracy* It seemed to have e position of great moral

weight with the other nations of Africa. But in January,

1966, a group of young off!cere, largely Eastern in origin,

gained control of the government through e revolution* This

new group replaced the federal structure with -a unitary one

but was unable to maintain itself for long* In July of

1966 a counter-revolution aet up an interim military

dictetorshlp. This counter-revolution was led largely

by Northern offloere and in its wake thousands of Easterners

living outelde the region were killed In riots* Although

order was reestablished, distrust and a fear of genocide

remained and finally resulted in the secession of the

Eastern Region* The establishment of the secessionist

stste of Biafra in this region, in llay 1967 led to the



current civil war* The following chapter* examine the back-

ground conditions to the revolution and counter-revolution,

using some of the techniques described in Chapter II*

Social aobilizatlon t the seven Indicators

Most experts agree that in the post war years Nigeria

has undergone a period of rapid social mobilization* Aa

has been seen, this nay have a tendency either to focus

attention upon the nation aa a whole, or to disrupt the

nation* Although Nigeria as a whole has been undergoing

a period of rapid social mobilization, this process hem

been uneven throughout the country; some groups were

mobilizing faster than others* Although regional etatie-

tiaal Information is incomplete, It is possible to make

an approximation of the trends this aoelal mobilization

haa been taking*

The media provide an extremely far-reaching means of

achieving social mobilization end expanded horizons, in-

eluded among the mcflero media are not only newspapers, but

also radio, television and film production* Newspapers In

Nigeria are for the most part privately owned but tied

to one or the other of the three major political partiea*

This would suggest that except for the overseas newapapera,

which are available only in the major cities and Federal

oapital, influence of a particular nevapaper would not go

beyond the regionel stronghold of each party* While the
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newspapers may play a part In mobilising the masses of

people, emphasis would seem very likely to be pieced upon

regional affairs, or national affairs as they effeet regional

polities, rather than as a unifying or nationalizing agent*

"Other mass media, Including radio, television and film pro*

duetion enterprises, are publloally owned (by the federal and

regional governments). The ratio of people to radios In

Nigeria Is about 130:1.

»

l No regional statistics were

given. It seems likely, however, that the madia would tend

to emphasise the broader view in terms of regions, rather

than in terms of the nation as a whole. No attempt was made

to assess the relative rates of growth.

Urbanization, or the proportion of the population living

in cities, is another indicator of social mobilization.

Before discussing the differences in the rates of mobili-

zation, it is necessary to discuss the city as such. When

a Westerner discusses urbanization, ha visualizes a city

where there Is increased contact between and among groups, a

chance for division of labor, and above all, a money economy.

However, there appears to be a traditional pattern of

occupation where family compounds will group together largely

for the purpose of defense. The chief occupation of the

inhabitants of the city waa agriculture while, in addition,

1
Riciiard L. Sklar and C.S. Whitaker, Jr., "Nigeria.

»

In Gwendolyn M. Carter, ed., National Unity and Reglonallei
in Klght African States (Ithaca, N.Y.: CornelT^Unlversity
Press, leed), p. Wl
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there was also a small differentiation of labor. Although the

general population might very well be homogeneous, "hetero-

geneity was expressed, however, in their social stratification

and the elaboration of the politieal structure.

*

2

Whereas, both the Yoruba of the West, and the Hausa-

Pulani of the North, are more urbanized than the Ibo of the

East or the other smaller tribal groups, the inorease in urban-

ization has been most phenomenal in the Eastern Region.

In 1958, the percentage of the total population living
in urban centers of 20,000 or more varied from 26 percent
in the Western Region to 6 percent in the Eastern
Region and 3.5 percent in the Northern Region. Tet
the Eastern Region showed the greatest increase in
urbanization (688 percent) between 1921 and 1952.

The Yoruba did not show as marked an increase in urbaniza-

tion, perhaps beceuse of all the groups in Nigeria this was

the one which was most urbanized to begin with. In this

instance the traditional pattern of urban society may also

have cushioned the impact of secular forces which would tend

to produce social disorganization. There is no evidence

that there has been any remarkable change or even a marked

increase, in the patterns of urbanization in the North.

Change of residence is also a factor of urbanization.

Here again, it is apparent that the Ibo of the Eastern

Region have been the ones to travel most extensively out-

8Hilda Kuper, ed., Urbanization and Migration in west
Africa (Berkeley j University of CalifornTa Press, 196T>)7~pT 12.

3Richard L. Sklar, Nigerian Polltloal Parties
(Princeton; Princeton University Press, 1963) , pp. 20-21.



side of their home region in search of employment, as Tabla

1 snows.

TABLE l4

DEGREE OF URBANIZATION OUTSIDE IBOLAND
(Early 1950»s)

City Indigenous
Group

Lagos Yoruha
Benin City Edo
Sapele Urhobo
Calabar Efik
Kano Hausa
Zaria Hausa
Kaduna Mixed

Percentage of Iboe in
Nonindiganoue population

44.6
53.6
46.0
50.7
38.0
39.0
40.7

Non-traditional towns which are commercial and administrate

in origin such as Lagos, Kaduna and Jos will necessarily

have a higher proportion of non-ldigenous population. It

is interesting to note that before the civil war, in all of

the newer cities, the Ibo made up at least one-third of

the non-indigenous population. If groups were ranked

according to change of residence, the ranking would be:

1) Ibo, £) Yoruba, 3) Middle Belt tribes, 4) Hausa-Fulani.

Another indicator of social mobilization is the popu-

lation involved in non-agricultural employment. As late as

the early 1960 »s some three fourths of the population of

Nigeria was engaged in agriculture, forestry, animal hua-

4James S. Coleman, Nigeria: Background to Nationalism
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 19Bf), p. 77.
It should be noted that interest has been focused on the
msjor tribal grouping*. There are many smaller groups, domi-
nated by the larger ones, but very little information la
available.



bandry, fishing, and hunting. Thar* la Sana Indication,

that particularly In tha featern Region, egrleultvre vaa ha*

cosing organised around vore •modern" marketing teluee,

although tha pattern of ovnarahlp and operation remained

traditional. In tha non-agricultural eeetor of tha economy,

tha largest single employer vaa tha government,

in Itaa, a».« percent of tha 478,000 paraona employed
la tha aonegrloulturel sector of tha aaoncaiy vara public
employees, Including ealarled employees of the Federal
and Regional governments, local govermacBt couoolle, and
public corporations, la additlom to wage laborer*.

Recant discoveries of sulphur-free ell 1b tha Southern

regions of Nigeria lad to the beginning of local processing

Industrlea which aery likely employed lncreeelng numbera of

paraona. Bownver, this was eat hack by the 91*11 war.

Bconoale Indicators ahowad that tha economy of Nigeria

vaa about to reach the point chare growth beeomee normal.

This eeem* to lndlaete that before 1967 lncreeelng numbere

vera being employed In the non-agricultural sector. At

Independence tha Southern ragiona had a larger populatloa

of wage aemera than tha North, see Table t. It la

probably cafe to aaaaaa that tha South hse maintained thle

proportional lead, although tha north has Inereeeed tha

non-agricultural sector of its economy.

8Skle* and Whltaker, c£. eJJ> t p. 96.



TABLE 26

EMPLOYMENT BY R3QI0N AND TYPE Of EMPLOYS*

1958 I960
Regions (total) Governmental Kon-govermnental Total

IMH 95,620 26,393 68,134 94,527
Northern 150,741 70,802 73,379 144,161
Western 96,430 62,492 70,521 133,013
Emetem 96,167 82,970 75,257 128,227

Education has been recognized aa one of the major fac-

tors contributing towards development, be it political or

economic. Literacy is also an indicator of social Bobillsa-

tlon as it provides the eapabllltlea for one to move outside

of his traditional subsistence form of life, either actually,

or figuratively. Like moat of the so-called developing

nations, the literacy rate for Nigeria is low*

In 1932, of the total population over seven years of
ege, 8,5 percent were literate in roman script in all
Nigeria, 16 percent in the Eastern Region, 16 percent
in the Western Region end 2 percent in th» Northern
Region* There were (and still are) significant differ-
ences. In the predominantly pagan provinces of the
Middle Belt, 3,3 percent were literate, whereas only
1*4 percent were literate in the northern, predominant-
ly Vusllm provinces*7

Both the federal snd regional governments have institu-

ted massive programs in order to overcome this illiteracy.

In the middle 1950 's, the leetern Region made mandatory

primary schooling for all children a goal, although it

federation of Nigeria, Digest o£ St' tlstlcs. Vol. 11
No. 3, July, 1962, p. 81. Theee statistics do include
agriculture as an Industry, but appear to be a compilation
of wage camera,

7
James 3. Coleman, 0£. cit., p. 133.



would be some time before it was achieved. The 1960*8

brought an incroesed recognition of the need for literacy

in the North, which produced an intensive program in adult

literacy in the cities. In the early part of the twentieth

century, the Eastern Region found that educetion was the

means of escaping increasing poverty in an overcrowded area.

Consequently, in addition to mission schools, it established

a number of privete schools. By 1962, at least in urban

areas, there was a marked increase in literacy.

TABLE 38

LITERACY IN THE REGIONS (Voting Populati on)

Illiterate Self-taught
Koranic
Schools

Some
Schooling

East
feat
North

33%
65*
13% 35* 40*

67*
24$
Z2$

The expenditures for education is another indicator of the

attempts to increase literacy in Nigeria.

°John P. Mackintosh, Nigerian Government and Politics ;

Prelude to Revolution, (Evanston: Northwestern university
Press, 19"6"6), p. 340. This table refers to the sample used
by the author, and as it represents three urban areas, this
cannot be an indicator of the situation as a whole. The
major Southern languages are written in Roman script, as is
English, an official language. A larger percentage of the
Northerners attend Koranic schools where they learn Arabic.
As the Arabic script is also used for Hausa, the language of
the North, the teaching of Hausa is probably made easier.
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TABLE 4*

EXPENDITURES FOR EDUCATION
FEDERAL AND REGIONAL

IN <000

Total Federal Northern Eastern Westen

59-60
80-61
61-62

18,707
20,883
22,445

2,662
2,808
3,258

3,320
3,691
4,192

5,564
7,288
7,732

7,161
7,096
7,265

It is clear that the Northern Region laga far behind the

Southern regions, both In literacy and expenditures for

education*

This uneven development can also be seen at the

university level* It seems that virtually all students at

university level in the 1950's, both in Nigeria and overseas,

were from the Southern regions. In fact, although there were

a few students from the Hausa regions of the North at

University College, Ibadan, in the 1960*s, they were out-

numbered by the students from the Middle Belt. A study of

the students at the college in 1960, concluded that;

Southern minorities and the Northern Hausa-FulanI
will feel increasingly threatened. The data indi-
cate that (a) the disparity in power and education
between the two major ethnic groups and other
southern groups is increasing and (b) the minority
groups in the Northern Region are advancing.more
rapidly than are the powerful Hausa-Fulani.

9Ruben Frodin, "A Note on Nigeria," American Univer-
Field Staff, I

Series, Vol. 1; 4, p"
sities Field Staff, Reports From the Field , West Africa

i. 14.

10"Wil)i#a& J. Hanna, students, " in James 8» Coleman
and Carl 0. Rosberg, Jr., eds,, Political Parties and
National Integration in Tropical Africa "(Berkeley: univ-
ersity of California Press, 1964), p. 442.



Overall per capita income le at about $60*00 annually.

Thia again is rather unevenly distributed. The Southern

regions have the greatest industrial development and hence

a greater income from this source. Since the Southern

regions lead the other areas in agricultural export pro-

duction, they also have an advantage in this field. For

1952-53, per capita income (in pounds sterling) was 34.0

for the Western Region, E1.0 for the Eastern Region and

17.0 for the Northern Region. It would seem that whll«

the Western Region is probably the richest in ner capita

income at the present, development of mineral resources

and concomitant industrialization in the other regions,

may very veil leave it behind.

Voting participation overall is high, although there is

s residue of feeling against putting one f 3 name down on the

voter registration Hats. Many Nigerians assume that there

is a connection between the tax lists and voter registration

lists. It is for this reason that many eligible voters

fail to register. This feeling is stronger in the North

than in the South. No figures were available.

Summary

The Ibos of the Eastern Region appear to be the ones

who are most rapidly mobilizing, with the peoples of the

Western Region a close second. Evidence indicates

Coleman, op_. clt ., p. 66
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that one must divide the Northern Region further into the

Muslim north and the largely pagan south. In literacy and

urbanization, both the pagan southern region and the Middle

Belt, seem to have taken a lead over the Northern Muslim

areas* Since the northern Muslim areas have the strongest

development of organized political activity, which dates

furthest back into history, it seems evident that traditional

controlled change does not proceed at as rapid a pace as

uncontrolled change. As a result of the rapid social mobi-

lization of the Ibo people, there has perhaps developed the

strongest feeling of nationhood among them. Through con-

tact with the Southern people, the people of the Muslim

north have become increasingly conscious of their back-

wardness. This has, perhaps, also placed a strong awareness

of nationhood upon the Northerners.

•



CHAPTER IV

THE POLITICAL CULTURE OF NIGERIA

As in to many of the developing nations today, the

politioal culture of Nigeria can be deaeribed aa kaleido-

scopic. Traditional and modern elements blend together and

internet in varying patterns which cannot be deaeribed ex*

oept for specific situations. Yet it la our problem to

present the salient characteristics of these cultures

m some points there will be similarity; in others there

will be strong- divergence. The identification of siml-

laritles and differences, even sharp schisms, is not an

exercise in prediction, but rather an indication of problem

areas, whether integration can be a success or not depends

on the manner in which problem points are handled* This

only time will tell,

Editorleal background

Nigeria aa a whole first coma under British rule in

the aoramble for African colonies in the late 19th century*

By 1900, the British oonsolldsted their control in three

protectorates, the North, the West and the Seat, and in one

colony, Lagoa district. Before the coming of the British,

Southern Nigeria had had many contacts with the Vest, dating

from the 16th century, when it acquired the name, "Slave
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Coast". Slave wars until well Into the 19th century had

disrupted older forms of tribal government and had been

replaced by others, more adequate for defense. The conquest

of the North in 1900 brought a final end to the slave wars

and o beginning of enforced peaoe.

Western Nigeria Is dominated by the Yoruba, held to-

gether by the belief in a common ancestor and a common

political organization. Compared to other groups in the

area, the Yoruba were urbanized, with more than 3S# of them

dwelling in towns. Although many of these towns were

founded through mass migrations,

the Yoruba tended to see their communities as permanent,

elf-contained economic and social entities. Most acti-

vities were carried out within the framework of community

life, and a man was expected to grow up, merry, rear his

children and die in his natal community, except when

disasters forced hdm to migrate* 1

At the head of the government was a chief paramount who was

recruited from a royal lineage or clan. However, he was

not all powerful. "The village chiefs and the traditional

councilors were under no compulsion to obey the orders of the

paramount chief; rather he depended on them for his author-

ity. "2 Within the towns, families organized themselves in

*W.B. Schwab, "Ogshobo—An Urban Community?," in

Hilda Kuper, ed., op_. clt .. p. 27.

2
L. Grey Cowan, "Local Politics and Democracy In

Nigeria, w in Gwendolyn Carter and William 0. Brown, eds.,

Transition in Africa : Studies in Political Adaptation
(Boston: BoaTon University £ress", 1984), p. ~?6T"
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compound* and there wee some specialisation of labor*

Eastern Nigeria la dominated by a group of paoplea who

during the late 19th century began to eall themselvee the

Ibo. Tor environmentel and hiatorieal reaaona, the Xbo

organised themselves around autonomous loaal communities.

Life there tended to be highly competitive end eraphesis

vas plaeed upon achieved statue* Deolei on-making wee

controlled by essooietions to which one could purchase

membership. There appears to have been no example of

royel lineages or elena suoh as were found among the

Yoruba. Land hunger end a large population have dominated

Ibo life from the 19th century*

Perhaps the most important factor conditioning Ibo his*
tory in the nineteenth century end in our own time is
land hunger* • • • The Ibos pressing egalnat limited
land rearurcee had, of necessity, to seek other lire*
llhood outside the tribal boundaries.

Although each village was autonomous, there were llnksges

between the villages.

Yet, within societies of this type there were s variety
of institutionalised forms of cooperation end linksgss
operating to meintein a aenee of unity among the popu-
lation as a vholet the saaumption of s common descent
from one original enoeator, the existence of recognized
ed hoc procedures for the arbitration of dleputee be*
tween different eub-groupe, tredlticas of kinehip,
pan-tribal assoeietions such ss age-grade essoclatione.
related religious dogmas, end common eeremonlsl rites**

TC. Onwuks Dike, quoted In Jamee 3. Colemen, pp. oit.,
p. 322* *** "—

J. S. Colemen in Gabriel Almond end James S* Colemen,
ede., Pol itice of. the Developing Areas (Princetons Princeton
University PreesT IWoJ, p. 888.
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Emphasis, however, must be placed upon competitiveness as a

dominant characteristic.

The dominant group in Northern Nigeria is the Hausa-

Fulani. This group came to power after a Wahabi "Jehad" in

the early nineteenth century. The political structure of

the society was that of an empire, with a sultan at tha head,

and minor sultans scattered throughout the larger cities.

The political structure and the integrative force of Islam

was placed upon agriculturally based societies with

, . • denser and more settled populations producing an
economic surplus which permitted a degree of speciali-
zation of labor, either on tribal or creft lines. Such
specialization facilitated trade, which meant the exis-
tence of market centers, towns and cities, and the
emergence of a class structure.

This type of organization can be considered somewhat mora

developed that the type seen in the Southern regions, as it

was based upon specialization and, within limits, achievement.

Special mention should be made of the so-called Middle Belt

groups which are found in the North, To a certain extent

they were not touched by the Fulani "Jehad" and remained what

they had traditionally been, small autonomous communities

whose organization was similar to that found in the Eastern

Region.

Between 1900 and 1914, the North and the South of

Nigeria were administered separately. The South, "largely

pacified" by the British, concentrated upon economic and

5Ibid.» p. 253.



political development on the model of a crown colony, first

teen in the American colonies. In the North, on the other

hand, Lord Lugard was faced with the problem of pacification

and suppression of the slave trade which was accomplished

by about 1903, The Native Authority System which he insti-

tuted in the North made full use of the existing emirate

administrations. It was in the North that Lugard evolved

his theory of indirect rule.

An inherent assumption of the Native Authority system
was that all communities possessed certain natural
leaders who wielded authority and who could command at
least some degree of obedience frco the people. North-
ern Nigeria having been conquered a century earlier by
the Fulani corresponded in all respects to this
preconception, 6

In 1914, with the amalgamation of Nigeria into e

•ingle unit, the Native Authority System conceived in the

North was extended throughout the Southern regions. The

former village councils reverted to the original tribal

forms in the West, with the exception that the paramount

chiefs virtually wielded absolute power. In the East, on

the other hand, traditional native authorities could not

be found and experiments in government were tried until a

system similar to British local government wae settled upon.

In essence, the Native Authority System locked the Northern

Region in its traditional form of government, isolating it

from external influences. In the Southern regions and the

°Cowan, p£. cit, . p. 45,
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animlet areas In the Middle Belt missionorlea were welcomed.

It vaa through the miaaionarlea that these groups gained an

advantage In modern education and which eventually provided

the impetus for the demands of eeIf-government.

The flrat voieea demanding eelf-government for Nigeria

began to he heard in the South shortly before World War II*

The poet-war period brought the Labor Government to power in

Britain and a clear determination to implement polioiea

leading to self-determination for the oolonies. The decade

of the 1950»e was 8pent largely in the prowess of Constitu-

tion writing and revision. In this teak moat of the major

groups, and to a certain extent even village levels, were

involved. A constitution was acoepted and internal aelf*

gowernment waa granted to the two Southern regions in 1966.

Northern Nigeria waited until 1959 for internal self-gr**m-

ment. On nctober If 196° *t»U self-government waa granted

to the Federation of Nigeria.

The post-war period brought the development of poli-

tical partiee which organized the demands for self-government.

The firet to appear waa the National Council of Nigeria and

the Cameroona (NCNC), led by Herbert Macauley and Dr. Nnamdi

Azlkiwe. It eatebliehed Itself as a political party in 1941.

Originally this party waa baaed upon the affiliation of

numerous organization , among which the powerful Ibo tribal

uniona played the chief role. However, attempts were made

to expend its baae and appeal beyond groups of Eaatern origin
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and to make It a more national party. The early orientation

of Azlkiwe, strongly influenced by his American erp^riencea

in the 1920*s, was towards a pan-African nationaliem, a

Renascent Afriea which would unite for independence. How-

ever, with the inception of the NCNC, the focus was directed

more specifically to a Nigerian nationalism, although there

was a residue of pan-African sentiment. Tours of the

country-side in all regions did much to help create a

rague feeling of a Nigerian national "we". However, in

elections the NCNC could not gain a majority outside of the

Eastern Region, the Iho stronghold. By 1959, all hopes that

the NCNC would become a national party were ended, although

nominal contacts remained with the Northern Elements Pro-

gressive Union (NIHJ), a minority party. Since 1959, the

NCNC has had its power base in the Eastern and Mid-

Western Regions.

Another powerful early Voice was that of Chief obafemi

Awolowo, leader of the Action Group, (AG). This party

evolved out of the Egbe Ome Oduduwa, a Toruba cultural soci-

ety at about the aame time as the NCNC. At first its program

was directed towards advancing Yoruba national iam, but later

it was forced by the NCTC's popularity to advocate self-

government and Nigerian nationalism. As late as 1947,

Awolowo said that:



Nigeria la not a nation. It la a mora geographical
expression* There are no Nigeriens In the same aenea
aa there are "English", "welah", or "French** The
word "Nigerian" la merely a distinct Ira appelation
to distinguish those who live within the boundariea
of Nigeria from those who do not*?

Again, aa with the NCNC, campaigns were conducted on a nation-

wide heals, hut the AG waa largely successful only In Ita

own Western Region* Aa such It waa the smallest of the

three major parti as and, sinoa 1968, when aeandal and the

treaaon trial which conTicted Awolowo caused a split In the

party, it haa not been able to control the featern Region*

The third and strongest political organization In

Nigeria, the Northern Peoples Congress, (NPC), emerged In

1949 aa a necessary organization

• • • First to foster peaceful reform and democratiza-
tion. » • • Secondly to ensure that the inevitable
movement for self-government In the North would be
lad by moderate Northerners rather than radical South-
erners who ware feared by the traditional and educated
elites of the North as a potentially alien power* 8

The leader of this party waa Alhaji Ahmadu Bello, the

Sarduana of Sokoto, thus combining both the traditional and

modern leadership rolaa in the North* Fundamentally, the

alma of this party ware directed towards Northern problama

and memberahip waa open only to Nortbernere. in a strong

aenaa the NPC was the personal instrument of the Sarduana

7
Obafeml Awolowo, "Nations and Federal Union," in

Hupert Emereon and Martin Kilaon. The Poltloal Awakening of
Africa (New Jereeyj Prentloe-Hall.TTeM, p* 6l.

"""*

^Richard Sklar, WLMM1 an political Part lea (Princeton*
Princeton Univeraity Preaa, 1SG3), p. 95*
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Unlike the other major national pertlea, the NCNC and

the AO, the NPC held no national party congreaaee and

Issued no national platform. The Sardauna appointed

its laat aeoretary general wijhout oanvasalng the

leaders or the rack and file*

Although hy 1990, it was elear that the political

of the parties were in their own separate regions,

attempta were still aade by the NCNC and the AG to eehieve

power on a national basis. In 1961, there as an opportunity

for a coalition between the two which would hare given the

south control of the Federation. However, the A3 proposal

was turned down by Azikiwe who, instead, allied himself with

the sardauna. After 196£ and the split in the AO, the NPC

was able to dominate one faction. Then, the two southern

parties grew steedlly weaker on the national level, so

that by the 1965 elections, politics and the political baaea

of the parties had become more strongly regional l»d

than before.

National identity

National identity or the feeling of being a part of •

nation la necessarily an assential Ingredient for notional

unity. Certain objective faetora can help draw a nation to-

gether, in the ease of Nigeria, where the majority of the

aaaaes have not been mobilized politically, a national elite

can serve to draw a nation together, or at leest mark time

until a national, mobilised population can be achieved.

90ally Brown-Petereide. "Why Balewa Died," Afrloe

Reports 11, March, 1966, p. 16.
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There le bcth a traditional elite and a so-called "new"

elite in Nigeria, and although from time to time the two may

merge in one person, it is necessary to look at this "new*

elite since the traditional elite rests fundamentally on

local bases. Particularly noteworthy is the fact thet it

doea not have a strong transtribal and transregional bas6.

TABLE 510

TRIBAL DISTRIBUTION OF 156 STSLTSCTT'D 153MTK

Tribe Number Per Cent

Toruba 61 37,2
Ibo 49 31,4
Hausa-Fulani 23 14.8
Bini 2 1.3
Ibibio 8 1.3
Igbirra 1 .6
Birom 1 .6
Tiv 1 .6

U«(w) 1 .6
Itsekiri 1 .6
unknown 14 9.0

It ie clear from this table that the wast majority of the

"new" elite come frcm the South and readily give their tri-

bal affiliation. Tc a certain extent, this elite is baaed

upon educational attainment. However, the table also

shows that the "forth, which haa a majority of the popu-

lation, has a very small minority of the "new" elite.

Coleman has suggested that:

Hugh Smythe and Mabel 3raythe, The New Nigerian Slite
(Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1960J, p. as.



the absence of a trans-tribal claas of an economic
Interest group, means that the Nigerian Nationalist
movement has been supported principally by c melange of
individuals whose only basis for unity was the desire
for self-government, the symbol for all things desir-
able. Xi

Traditional rulers, however, remained a necessary

source of power. Clearly the NFC needed the traditional

elites to remain in power end, in fact, based its political

organization upon these elites. It is less obvious that

despite the emphasis upon the modern educated elite, the

southern political groups also depended upon these tradi-

tional elites. It has been suggested that during the years

of independence there was growing estrangement between the

new and the traditional elites. "The new politiesl entre-

preneurs were supported, not as believed abroad, by 'mass

parties* but, as Henry Brett on and others have convincingly

demonstrated, by political machines • "12 These machines with

their exclusiveness and Increasing corruption alienated the

traditional elites to such a degree that the machine could

no longer count on support from the traditional groups which

constitute the majority population.

Becauso independence was granted to Nigeria without a

major political struggle, there were few event before

liColeman, op_. clt .. p. 413.

12Edward Felt, •'Military Coups and Political Develop-
ment: Some Lessons from Ghana and Nigeria, " World Politics.
XXt 2, 19fi8, p. 184.
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independence which helped implant the awareness of Nigerian

nationality. There seem to have been tev situetions of

organized protest followed "by mass arrests as were seen else-

where particularly in India. Certainly there was no war for

independence. In fact, only one event has been mentioned

as uniting the national consciousness of all groups. This'

was the fatal shooting of 21 coal miners by police at Enugu

In 1949, following a period of prolonged unrest. This

tragedy provided an occasion for a coalition of all the

leading nationalists in Algeria, which however, split as

soon as the moment of crisis passed.

There also appears to be little in the way of symbolism

to which a feeling of national unity could be attached.

Charismatic leadership has a tendency to unite a people

behind it through a period of crisis. However, there has

been no one leader capable of capturing the imagination

and attachment of all Nigerians, although the figure of

Dr. Nnamdi Aziklwe was well-known. Common culture heroes

are unknown as each major tribal grouping has its own

traditions.

Language, an important factor in unity, has not been

a significant factor either in identification, or in

dlvisiveness. Language can become a source of conflict in

a polyglot country when it becomes a means of national

identification. This may occur when the largely monolingual

middle and lower classes join the political life. As this
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hee not occured to any great extant, language ae an issue

has not been important* Although Rausa (a Northern language)

is the native language of the largest number of Nigeriana,

and Is spoken as a second language by many others, there

has been opposition against Its adoption as a national

lingua-franca* English is the common language of the

educated elite, but this further emphasizes the cultural

divergence between th?a and the masses. Those who are

monolingual, remain outside of the mobilised, articulate

population* Amon the mobilised population, Hausa or

Engliah or both are spoken and hence communication la not

hampered*

Religion has bean an important factor, not in overt

political disputes, but rather in reinforcing the underlying

differences between the North and the South* In the South,

the elite is generally Christeln and the messes are animiat.

The North, on the other hand, la baaically Moslem, with the

exception of a ne groups in the Middle Belt* In fact, it

was Islam which united the North In the first plaoe* However,

the religion of the North is that of the Wahabi movement,

a conservative and fundamentalist type* It appears that

some 18 months prior to the January 1966 coup, "the Sardauna

began to spend more and more of his time on militant

proselytizing and there were allegations of religious

persecution and discrimination*

*

ls Some lnterooramunel

13
"Reflectione on the Nigerian Revolution,*1 South

Atlantic vuarterly . 65:4, p* 4£6*
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rioting seems to have been fomented by religious differences.

In May, 1953 riots broke out in Kano between Northerners and

Southerners residing in 'stranger cities*. It seems

that conservative Koranic mallams in Kano City who
viewed the non-indigenous southern population of Kano
as a threat to religious orthodoxy, ware aroused by
anti-aouthern political agitators. Those mallama
are said to have played a part in the instigation
of the riots. I*

Trust and distrust

The events of 1966, as well as frequent intertribal

warfare, would indicate that there is a large element of

distrust and open hostility in Nigerian society. However,

distrust appears to arise in intertribal rather than intra-

tribal situations.

Thia is a culture in which the word "brother" may be
used to describe a spectrum of relationships from those
of blood, to village, to tribe and in which the antonym
is the word "stranger". A brother is a member of the
in-group, a stranger is not. In the not so distant
past, he was probably a mortal enemy. A stranger is not
to be trusted—is, perhaps, even to be feared.15

In most cities, strangers live in their own section generally

suburbs, and are not integrated into the society as a whole.

The pattern of occupation oould be compared to that of

American oities, particularly the Negro and Jewish ghettos.

^Sklar, op_. clt ., pp. 478-9. These riots are also
said to have been the result of conflict between a class and
classless society. The Southerners represent the society
structured by class.

15
«T. Donald Kingsley, "Bureaucracy and Political

Development with Particular Reference to Nigeria," in Joeeph
La Pelombara, od. Bureaucracy and Political Development
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1963), p. 306.



On the other hand, ethnic solidarity and trust are

highly prevalent among intratribal groups and, to some extent,

those larger groups which hare defined themselves as "nations"*

This has led most notably to a strong development of ethnic

associations, primarily within cities and away from tribal

lends. These have been formed largely as self-help soci-

eties and as societies which can provide a link with the

former tribal homeland*

Particular emphasis should be placed on the Northern

hostility vis a vis the South* In this century, the North

has been designated the "backward" area of Nigeria and its

awareness of this characterization has caused widespread

resentment and hostility. As the South with its earlier

contacts with the West was able to provide many more persona

skilled in modern administrative practices than it could

absorb, many Southerners migrated to the North to provide

skills needed there. It seems that many of these educated

Southerners expressed very strongly their opinion of the

North's backwardness and their own advancement. This stimu-

lated fears of Southern dominance and encouraged the North to

expand educational facilities and to "northernize" the civil

service. "All of these efforts are aimed at the migration of

elites in the spirit of combating, what one Ivory Coast

intellectual has called, 'black sub-colonization'." °

TEuper, oj>. eit .» p. 159.
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The political arena

There seems to be agreement thet a Federal arrangement

is necessary for Nigeria, but there exists no deep attachment

to the system current until January, 1966. The North favored

• very weak central government, with most of the powers

reserved for the Regions, In this way, the Federal

Government was quite adequate—the North had the control of

the Federal legislature and, therefore, if any Interference

were necessary, it would be done by the North. In the words

of the Sardauna of Sokoto:

On the other hand, a sudden grouping of the Eastern and
Western parties (with a few members from the North
opposed to our party) might take power and so endanger
the North. ... It would therefore cause us to take
measures to meet the need. 1

The Action Group also favored a Federal arrangement,

but was not committed to the three regions provided by

the final form

The Action Group insists that federalism is necessary to
protect cultural group interests. This principle has
led the party to advocate the creation of three new
states or regions out of the existing regions in order
to accommodate cultural diversity, a program that would
inescapably entail a redress of the present constitu-
tional balance in favor of a stronger central
government.

Besidual functions must be left to the various regions, so

17
Sir Ahmadu Bello, My Life (Cambridge: Cambridge Uni-

versity Press, 1962), p. 229,

18
Richard L. Sklar and C.S. nhi taker, Jr., "Nigeria",

in James S. Coleman and Carl G. Rosberg, Jr., eds., Political
Parties and National Integration in Tropical Africa (Berkeley:
University of California Press, 19"64), p. 6397
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that citizens of other regions would not feel justified in

interfering in the domestic effairs of any other region.

Although this is rather vague and capable of varying inter-

pretations, the prime consideration apparently was that:

"no one state or region in the federation must be so large

that it can override the wishes of all the other states or

regions put together." Thus, what was satisfying to the

North end Sir Ahmadu Bello, was strongly opposed by the

Action Group in the South.

In the Eastern Region, the NCNC appears to have

originally advocated a unitary form of government with more

universalistie loyalty directed towards it. However, as

this proved impracticable, the NCNC directed its activities

towards a federal arrangement more like that proposed by the

Action Group. The Azikiwe, and hence NCNC position was that:

"the country be divided along the main ethnic and/or lin-

guistic groups in order to enable each group to exercise

local and cultural autonomy within its territorial jurisdic-

tion."20 The January 1966 revolution, sponsored by those

who would be likely to support the NCNC, had as a fundamental

element in its program the implementation of the idea of a

unitary state.

19Chief Obafeml Awolowo, Awo: The Autobiography of

Chief Obaferai Awolowo (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1960), p. 1^8.

20Nnamdi Azikiwe, Zlk : A Selection from the Speeche;
inidi Azikiwe (Cembr1dge:"Ci*flbriaee University Press,

—>eeches
of Nnamdi
T761), p. IUBT
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Although attempts have been made to give Nigerian pol»

itics a mass base, politics remains fundamentally an elite

province. For a while, there was no great break between the

traditions of the past and present* There is in Nigeria

some fusion of both the traditional and the new elites;

for example, "soon after Awolowo became a Minister,

chieft en cy titles were bestowed upon him by his home town

and other towns, . . . Traditional office thus legitimizes

21
the authority of the new political elites " Thus there

would seem to be a continuity passing from the old

to the new. However, the means of achieving elite status

differ in the North and in the South, Although recently

educational opportunities and facilities have expanded in

the North, the prflwlent m«?ns of a«t-blishlne elit# status,

both traditionally and presently, la thrrugh asorlptive

criteria. Thus the leadership of the NTS fell to the

Pardauna of Sokoto who Inherited hi? ^ositlon. Tn the South,

both among the Yoruba and the Ibo, traditionally a«» w»n as

currently, leadership roles have been largely based upon

merit or achievement.

Non-political socialization :

Education and voluntary associations

The uneven development in education has been shown

in Chapter 3, But not only the fact of education, but also

*xPeter C. Lloyd, "Traditional Rulers," In Coleman and
Rosberr:, op_. clt ., p, 391,



the content of education la important. Traditionally, the

content of education followed that of the schools in 3ri-

tain, with heavy emphcaia upon e literary education* Although

this is a till prevalent, there aeeas to be a gradual change

in content, with more and mere attention devoted to technical

eubjeote and to a certain extent Africanization { specifically,

heavy emphasis on African History) of the curriculum In

addition there Is also an increasing interest in citizenship

training.

It is by no means universal, but more and more young-
sters are being taught the difference between the active
and the pensive citizen, why rctes and taxes must be
paid, how elections should be oonducted, why the printed
word la not necessarily the truth, how bribery and cor-
ruption can undermine a nation, the nature of religious
tolerance and the fallacy of racial prejudice. 15*

A noncredlt course in citizenship and leadership training,

which appears to be highly popular, is also available. Al-

though only a small minority is involved with these citizen-

ship programs, it does seem likely that due to their increas-

ing popularity more and more people will be effected by then.

Participation in voluntary associations, both ae member

and office holder is another indication of citizenship train-

ing. Karly in the 1020 ••, voluntary aasoclations began to

proliferate, e development which wee recognized and

encouraged by the colonial administration.

Theee groups went beyond the political into the reli-
gious, recreational, occupational, entertainment, and
social areas; from the store traditional and mutual eld

Tlelen Kitchen, The rducated African (Mew Yorki
Praeger, 1962), p. 362.
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societies eoae of the newer eesoelaticca emerged* Those
organisations airfare* from those customery In tradi-
tional society la two ways a first, they were forced to
acet need* which hcd arisen specifically out of the
dlslocetions of en urban anvirpnasnt, end ewe end,
goals were sore covprehenslve. r

teter, theee voluatery eseoeletions were raeognlaed hy the

eolootel edolnistrstlon es schools for eel f•government, eve*

If the goal8 eere sot specif Ically polttieel.

one of the prlraary forwe theee voluntary oesoeletions

took was that of the ethnic or nationality union* theee

unlone eroae out of e need to provide e social been for those

ethnic group* which had newly slgreted to the city* Theee

tribal unlone provide the connecting link between the

tredltlonei society end the aoo>rn. Although enberehip

it beeed upon e broad definition of nationality^ the goele

of theee societies were modem.

Tribel unlone wield exteneiwe Influence end powers, and
th« Urrer ones have ployed a significant role In the
spread of education! they offer scholarship eld to young
people, and sone ewen operate schools* • « Moreover,
they cerve ee pressure groups for better hospitals, die*
pensarics, roads end other public facilities! they hsve
worked to deaocr tize tredltlonei councils, end they
provide e fcru» fcr the discussion of national pollti*
oal lacues end constitute en avenue to leadership
poBitlcns.**

This type of organization is diffuse, performing numerous

functions, although its neln function is thet of integra-

ting the newcomer into the social end economic life of the

city. The two nn'or Southern political yertiee drnw et the

E%mythe end smythe, ojj* eit., p* S«*

Mjbld.., p. *U



base of their power, support from tribal unions.

Furthermore, voluntary associations with more specific

functions are not restricted to the elite. In the !950«s, In

Lagos, "women traders, farcers, lawyers, palm wine sellers,

produce-buyers, lorry owners, all had organizations. . . ,»25

Another widespread form of association is that of the sav-

ings club, with a format much like that of c credit union.

There are also merchant and craft guilds. Finally,

tbere are numerous social, recreational, end mutuel
aid clubs. Frequently these associations are ephemeral,
and particular groups disperse or divide after a
short period; yet other groups of the same kind
spring up to take their place. 28

This does indicate that there is a 3trong awareness of the

ends to be achieved through organized and purposeful

social action.

However, a word of caution Is necessary. Like so many

other developments in Nigeria, the North h83 lagged behind

In the development of voluntary associations. It appears

that the Hausa do not as a rule form tribal unions. It

seems that Islam serves as an integrative factor in society

thus eliminating the need for the unions. It could be sug-

gested slso that the Hausa-Fulani have not beon confronted

with the new urban situation out of which these organizations

have arisen. There seems to be general agreement that the

25
Ibid., p. 32.

26
Schwab, 0£. c It ., p. 103.



proliferation of voluntary associations has developed to fill

• need in the more urbanized South, a need which is not

present in the North.

The political experience :

Corruption

As the actual independent Nigerian political experience

has been short, there has been little chance to assess the

operation of the political system. Such groups as minori-

ties, who felt themselves, and probably were, left out,

have not had much chance to learn to organize themselves

into pressure groups, or to work their way up in the party

structure through sheer ability. On the other hand, several

political studies mention a high frequency of "corruption" or,

that Nigerian politicians ". . . were out to benefit them-

selves—that is, they were out for more money end the good

life—rather than the nation. "27 These themes, constantly

repeated elong with charges that elections are fixed in

favor of one party or another, give an Indication of the

lack of confidence In the governors. It does seem that

these charges are justifiable in terms of actual experience.

Nigerian politicians do receive rent free houses, allow-

ances and, if their status is high enough, heve cars at

their disposal, mackintosh has suggested that the inclu-

sion of Nigerians in the process of constitutional revi-

sion before they were strongly integrated into the civil

If
Hanna, o£. cit • , p. 436.
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service tended to make ". . . professional politics even

more than before a career in which the prospects of power

and material advancement were immeasurably superior. • • •"

Generally speaking then, the standards of governmental out-

put have not, on the whole met with the population*

a

expectations.

Overview

Thus we have seen that there has been little develop-

ment of a national consciousness in Nigeria. Political

parties and even the national movements, have not been able

to operate on a Nigeria-wide basis. On the contrary,

actions have been on a regional basis with somewhat frequent

inter-communal conflict with outsiders. Even the armed

forces could not instill a national consciousness, aa the

army was organized on a regional basis and, for six months

before the outbreak of the civil war, 3oldlers were posted

in their original region.

Development in any area has been uneven throughout

Nigeria, with the South in the vanguard and the North now

trying to Hcatch-up" at its own pace. The South appears to

have the rudiments of a modern society while before the

civil war the Eastern Region had the greatest rate of

development. By any indicator, the North is the "back-

ward" region of Nigeria. This uneven development in

Mackintosh, op_. ctt ., p. 171.
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social, economic and political areas has been the greatest

single cause for the cleavage between tha North and the

South. If one assumes that the inter-communal rioting in

the North has been the product of the conflict between a

traditional classless society and an emerging class, then

this cleavage becomes clearer.

The attitudes towards politics would appear to be

aspirational, although there is considerable evidence that at

least the Southern Nigerians have had experience coping with

government, and the elite could be called pol tical or

administrative aspirants. As an increasing number of the

rural population leaves the villages for the urban centers,

it is assumed that loyalties become more universalistic.

Even now, the voluntary associations and tribal unions

are expanding their entrance requirements* However, it also

seems that these new universalistic loyalties still are

located at varying levels below that of the national state.

Primarily then, we may observe r dimonts of cohesive

political cultures which are operating on regional rather

than national levels with, perhaps, a minimum of coopera-

tion between and among them.



CHAPTER V

THIIJOS FALL APART

Etzioni has provided a paradigm for studying political

unification which is equally applicable to the process of

nation-building. It has been seen that Nigeria has a frag-

mented culture with few points of contact between and among

the major goups and also that in the process of social

mobilization the major groups are mobilizing at different

rates. Both of these points demonstrate a lack of identi-

tive power and could be sufficient to act as causation factors

in the dissolution of a society. Yet there have been other

countries with differences as great or even greater than

Nigeria*s which have not fallen apart. Therefore, retner

than looking for something innate within the society as the

chief cause of dissolution, it is necessary to look at

the uses of coercive and utilitarian powers to provide an

explanation for this. It seems entirely possible that po-

litical actions could keep a country together long enough

for it to settle into a nationality. Then of course, the

obverse must also be possible, that through specific actions

a government may increase tensions within a society so

that it will fall apart*

A letter to the editor of the New York Times from the

Vice Consul for information of the Consulate General of
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Nigeria said: "I wish to make it clear that the crisis in

Nigeria is oolitieel and economic rather than religious or

tribal •" He further stated that the Federal government

desired "a true federal system of government with a strong

center based on the principle of small states with elmoet

equal population strength, so that one state would not,

because of its size, dominate the rest*"1 On the other

hand, the Government of Biafra claims that the crisis is a

struggle for survival, that without independence the

Easterners would not be secure in their Uvea and property.

What is the background of the struggle

On October 1, 1980 the Federation of Nigeria achieved

aelf-government within the Commonwealth of Nations. Because

of the wide variance in culture and development in Nigeria,

federalism was considered the only feasible means of gov-

erning the state. Federalism, however, has wide meaning

which encompasses not only the federal state, but also a

federation of stetes. The civil war in Nigeria is test-

ing the concept of the state. Is the state a federal state,

or is Nigeria a confederation of states?

Former theory therefore inclined to make secession
the test as to whether a composite political order
was federal or confederal. ... At one end of the
federalizing process, the ability to socade regard-
less of the formal ri^ht will obviously exist. It

New York Tlmea . June 12, 1967, p. 44.



will decline and tend to disappear as the inclusive
community is extended to ever widening spheres of
the common values, interests and beliefs, 30 that at
the other end, neither admission or secession is
likely to occur. 2

Civil war following secession still appears to be a test

as to whether the system is federal or confederal, la

Nigeria, evidently, the majority population conceives of

its stute as a federal state, thus disallowing the possi-

bility of secession.

Under the Constitution, the federal government was

based upon population and simple majorities. The Northern

region has a little mare than 50$ of the total population of

the country, with the rest of the population divided between

the Western, Mid-western and Eastern regions. This meant

that the North could obtain a majority of the seats in

the Federal legislature and thereby control the govern-

ment* When this occured: "this initial advantage was

used by Northern leaders to entrench themselves in power and

to extend their influence at the expense of the Southern

parties, whose rivalries prevented them from agreeing on

affective counter-measures."3 Pffective control of the

federation then passed to the poorer and more traditional

North, which by 1964 was ruling without the basic support

of the South.

^arl J. Friedrich, Man and His government . An Empirical
Theory of Politics (New YorFT "McGraw-Hill Books Co., Inc.,
1964), p. WSl

3John R. Chick, "Nigeria At War", Current History ,

54 (February, 1968), p. 65.
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The 1962 census presented the Southern Regions an

opportunity to demonstrate that they were the most populous

area and, therefore, entitled to increased representation.

The imbalance in size between the regions became an actual

diseussion of figures. After the 1962 oensus was taken,

it wee discovered that the Bast had inflated the figures

by counting ell thoee who had moved from the region, ^han

this became known, the figures were thrown out and another

eenaus was taken in which every group inflated the figures,

"The results produced another storm when announced eerly in

1964. Nigerians still talk of the census as though it were

an election—who won and by how many people.* No accurate

census figures hove been obteined because all the figures

were tempered with to gein control of the Federal government.

The battle over the census reflects the major problems

of balance and imbalance in Nigeria* The Southern regions,

as has been shown, ere and have tredltlonally been econo-

mically better developed than the Northern region. They

have a higher proportion of educated people and can, as a

result, claim a higher proportion of government Jobs which

are still the calef source of employment in the non-agri*

cultural sector. The North felt very strongly this sense

of beckwsrdness snd wished to "catch up", but at Its own

pace. In particular, one could see the attempt to "catch

up" in the bureaucracy. Formerly, beceuse the Southern

^Reflections on Nigeria," ojj. clt., p. 425.
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people* were more educated, they dominated the available

reaches of the bureauoracy. The Ibo In particular, be*

cause they were willine to leave their own Eastern Region,

benefited most. Theee Southern bureaucrats developed a

patronizing attitude toward the more backward North, and

the feeling eroae in the North of being colonized* When

independence was approaching and the Nlgerlanization of the

bureaucracy was taking place, those in control of the

government, the Northern element, sought to obtain a more

proportionate ratio of ,jobe for the North. In short, a

Northernlzation of the bureaucracy was attempted with many

Southerners losing their jobs*

1964*65 was slated for a series of national elections

which would determine the new federal and regional govern-

ments* Aside from talk of corruption of election officials

in the North, Fast and Mid-west, the elections proceeded in

these areas without widespread civil disturbances* The

Western regional elections were the last to be held in

October 1965* These elections were vital to both the

North and the South in the struggle for control of tha

Federal parilament-

To the Serdeuna*s NNA and the opposition UFOA* those

elections were vital* To the UPOA they represented the

best hope of cheeking perpetual domination of tha

Federal Parliament by the North and the Sardauna; to tha
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UNA, they were the means of continuing tha North-Fouth
political alliance that was the mainstay of northern
parliamentary strength.

It was obvlcus that the elections were rigged In fevor of

the North* Widespread looting, arson and murder broke out

in Western Nigeria in protest against the alleged trickery.

Although aid was repeatedly requested by the Western Govern-

ment, Prime Minister Belewa continually refused to intervene

•eying that this was a regional matter* Co January 13, 1966

Minister of State for the police Alhajl Angulu Ahmad
told the federel House of Representetlves that 153 per-
sons had been killed in the Western Region since the
•October 11 elections. In reply to opposition members
requests for a new declaration of a state of emergency
in the region, the government said it waa reluctent to
intervene in a regional matter.

From the outaide the Nigerian economy looked very

healthy. There was a steady upward trend in a laissea-

falre type of economy according to all economic indlcatore.

Immediately after independence, there wee a boom in private

Investment, largely in secondary industries such as the

processing of local raw materials* Great hopes were

placed on the middle class, which was certainly stronger

than most other African "middle elaacea". Another ereat

plus for the Nigerian economy was the discovery of sulphur

free oil, greatly in demand In the developed smog-ridden

nations, and plans and projeots both for the development

50ally Brown-Peteralde, op. oit> . p. 17 • The united
Progressive Grand Alliance (l< CA) was a coalition of the AG
and KCNC formed to oppose the Northern dominated UNA*

6
Africa Roporte, 11.6, p. 34.



of this resource end its processing. However, at the same

time there vae very little Interest in heavy industrial

Investment, meaning that a basic industrial infrastructure

was not developing.

Most new nations of the »orId have turned to some

form of state planning for economic development. In Nigeria,

however, no basie plan for the shape of the future economy

had been made up to 1967. Development plans were presented

ana eeo»-ted, both by the regions and the Federal govern-

msnt. But a? in tho regions

the same «bivalent attitude to the vital question
of economic control, to the ehoice of direction—
cltho

"

towards state capitalism lending into social-
isa or towards state capitalism leading into "free
enterprise"—governed the later and much larger all*
Nifcerie economic plan of 1968. 7

It seemed that each project was taken on a piece-meal basis.

Overseas capital, both private and aid funds, became dras-

tically low, at the same time the national debt became in-

creasingly burdensome. The 1062 plan anticipated a total

of 32? mill Ion from external aourcas for the entire period of

six years* But at the and of four years, only 8G.7 million

had been received.

During the seven years of independence before the

civil war, the Nigerian economy certainly made advances*

In fact, one of the most significant advances vaa made in the

7Basil Davidson, Which lay Africa"? (Baltimore:
Peneuin Books, 1967), p. 152.

8
Alan Rake and J.D* Farrell, "Nigeria 1 s Economy: No

Longer a Model", Africa Reporta. 12, 7, p. 19.



field of education, Ho*«var, the concentration of local

funds in secondary Industries, end the aloe development of

the basic industries end utilities, did not expand the non-

agricultural employment sector of the economy as fast es

the educational systems were educating people. .Moreover,

each region competed for the development funds which were

coming into the country. More often than not, these funds

were channeled to the North, often in preference to well-

prepared plans for development made in the South. Finally,

the royalties from the oil resources were channeled to the

Federal government, which proposed to use them for its

development plans. Since the Northern Region held control

of the government, it was expected that Northern projects

would receive preferential treatment.

On January 15, 1966, a group of junior and middle greda

army officers engineered a revolt which resulted in the

suspension of civil government and the deaths of the Prime

Minister of the Federetion, cir Abubakar Balewe, the Fin-

enoe Minister, the Northern Premier, Sir Ahmadu Bello (the

Sardaune of Sokoto) and the western Premier Chief S.L. Akin-

tola (leader of the NKA). Radio Kaduna named Major Chukwan

Nauguw, en Ibo, as leeder end reported that he formed e

"Supreme council of the Revolution of the Nigerien Armed

Forces. • . to bring en end to gangsterism end disorder,

corruption and despotism."9 Shortly afterwords, power

9Ibld ., p. 35.
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was passed to General Aguiyi-Ironsi who, in May, called for

a unitary government with the former Regions as provinces

and the abolition of all political parties. By abolishing

the Federal structure, the revolution was centralist, desiring

focus and loyalty towards the central government, i.e.

Nigeria as a whole. It was also nationalist, ti it was a

reaction against the increased tribal and regional hostility

in the I960 'a. However, in execution, It was largely

regionaliet—the Ibos and other similar groups were stterapt-

ing to wrest control from the dominant North. Important

here is the attempt to establish a unitary government over

the entire area of Nigeria.

Soon after the declaration of the unitsry government,

anti-gcvernment demonstrations and rioting broke out in the

North with the violence directed in large part against

Southerners in the "stranger cities", or suburbs. After

great difficulty, police were able to restore a semblance of

order. However, on July 29, another revolution took place.

This one, instigated by Northern soldiers who believed

that the Ibos were seeking to dominate the country, resul-

ted in the death of Genaral Ironsi and the assumption of

power by Army Chief of Staff, Lt. Col. Takubu Gowon (a

Christian from a Northern minority tribe). Gowon said that:

putting all considerations to the test—political, eco-

nomic, as well as social—the base of unity is not

there or is badly rocked. I therefore feel that we



should review our national standing and sea if wo can
help atop cur country from drifting away into uttar
destruction. 10

Gowon*s regime regionalized all the service* to a great ex*

tent—Northerners serving the North and Southerners serving

the Couth. High officials in Lagos were replaced by

Northerners, largely from the lilddle Belt region. Severe

intercoomunal rioting in the North caused a mass exodus of

Southerners, at first largely Ibos, but later s more generel

flow, back to their bonelende.

Attempts were made to call a Constitutional Convention,

but with little success* The delegation from the Eastern

Region refused to crme to Lspos because they did not believe

in the given guarantees of personal safety. During the next

year the Western Region withdrew more and more within itself,

becoming an island in Nlgerls and cutting Itself from con-

tact with other areas. Neighboring states served as media*

tors between the Federal Government and the Festern Region

but plans at compromise although accepted, failed. By Merch,

the raatern Region assumed control of all Federal services

and monies collected in the area) this was answered by a

blockade on the part of the Federal Government. In May,

Chief Awolowo of the Western Region announced thet if the

Eastern Region acceded, the Vest and the Federal territory

of Lacos would also secede. On May SI, 1967 a regional

peace r>lan wee accepted by Cowon of the Federal Government,

10
Africa Report. 11 17, p. 53.



which would remove Northern troops from Western Nigeria and

lift the economic sanctions against the Eastern Region.

However, on May 27, 1967, Major Ojukuwu of the Eestern Region

called for independence, which wts voted on the next day.

May 29, brought the Federal announcement of a reorganization

of Nigeria in which twelve ethnic states would be carved out

of the original four. The Eastern Region would be divided

into three and the Ibo would be cut off from the sea and

the oil areas. On May 31, 1967, the Eastern Region

seceded, calling itself Biafra. Contrary to earlier

statements, the West did not follow the East but rather was

incorporated into the Federal Government.

It seems that the pre-1966 Northern dominated government

was either unwilling or unable to make the necessary decieions

which would enhance the Nigerian unification effort. In fact,

what stands out is an attempt to redress the imbalance of

power and influence which .was evident in 1960. Through its

control of the government, the North made a strong attempt at

reallocation both of resources and influence so that it might

"catch up" to the more advanced Southern regions. The battle

of the census and the 1965 Western Region elections were clearly

direct affronts to an increasingly alieneted South. That the

first action taken by the Ibo was an attempt to gain control

of the center, shows that the system wes integrated enough to

be considered a federal state. The massacres in July and Au-

gust only served to increase distrust already felt so that,

perhaps, to the Ibo war was the only solution.



CHAPTEH VI

SU1MAHY AND COWCUT^TOK

of the major problems of the world today Is that

of creating viable national states out of the- former colo-

nial empires* The mobilization of masses of people In these

new states before independence, seemed to be directed to*

wards the creation of • national state* Yet. at the aome

time this mobilization can give a heightened awareness of

locel ties* In the nineteenth century, nationalism was

often baaed upon common cultural background, but in the

twentieth century, a cowmen culture as criterion for national

Identity has reoeded into the background and attempts hawe

been made to create a new criterion for national identity,

which may or may net recognize cultural differentiation*

Btzioni lias provided a paradigm for discussing the

political baaes of unification* Background conditions were

weak for the creation of a national identity ae aeen in tUe

discussion of both social mobilization and political culture

in Xigeria* However, In 1960 and the years following, it was

still possible for the national government to make the nee*

essary political decisions for integration and to build up

the power necessary for integration* Let us turn to a

discussion of integrating powers ti,on*
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The problem of identitlve power hee loomed large In

this diacueelon. It was seen that the population of Nigeria

was rapidly mobilising, but that the Southern reglcue were

mobilizing feater than the Northern ones, Deutach suggested

that thla in itself could be the baal3 for disruption of

the political order. Thi3 does, of course, have en effect

on the integration or die integration of the poll tical cul-

ture or the ldentltlve power of the community. The political

culture of Nigeria la certainly not cohesive. There la no

historical record of Nigeria ever being a 3ingle state, and

even during the colonial period, the regions war© adminis-

tered separately. The precolonial cultures had few pointa

of contact and interaction. The mobility brought about

by the colonial government increased contacts v etween

the various indigenous groups but did not effectively

lessen hostility end auspiclon. The uneven development

in social, pol tical and economic areas heightened the

cleavage, at leaat between the South (the Iboc, in parti-

cular) -and the North.

It hei been repeatedly aeen throughout this discussion

that little, if any identitive power was aatcblished by the

national government. First, the control of the povernment

was in the henda of the Northern conservative elements who

ware anxious to retain power eo that the other groups in tha

nation could not interfere with the development of the North.

This was quite clearly stated by Alhaji Sir Ahmadu Ballo.
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At the same tl' •, resentment built up in the South among the

mobilized groups against a regime controlled by what they

considered backward elements* Focus of political interest

and concern then turned to the local or regional level a.

Thia interest and Identity were strongly present in I960,

and there was no attempt on the pert of the national

government to dlmlniah regional identity end replaee it

by e netional focus, on the contrary, regionaliam increaeed

during the years of independence, perhaps, enhanced by the

atrong eraphaaia upon the need of the North to •catch up".

Closely related to thia la the lack of utilitarian power in

the national government and the use of utilitarian reaourcea

in regional terms, albeit for the eoonomic development of

Nigeria* Finally, there wee week control over the coer-

cive power, or merely an unwillingness to use it when necessary,

A premature union such aa Nigeria requirea more force

than a more mature one. Both the use of too little and

the use of too much foroe tend to dissolve or strain the

success of a unification effort. In this instance, it

seems that it was a case of too little force and an un-

willingneaa to use force, which eauaed the oriais which led

to the first revolution. Force would not heve been necessary

had there been a concentration upon building up identitlve

power, rather then the reellocation of resourcea. Both the

West Indlen Federstlon and the U.A.R. dissolved beeeuse of



teualona arising from reallocation of resources* It ia alas

clear that in Nigeria tens Una within the sooiety were

heightened by the attempt to reallocate resources. Tdueated

Southernera loat Joba through the attempt to Northcrnize the

civil aervice. Complainta were made that the economic deve»

lopment of the Southern region* was placed second to that

of the North. Perception of an attempt to favor the North

over the South wee strong.

Hence, there waa no surprise that Nigeria reached a

point of coercive showdown. In this case the showdown oatte

before the nation's utilitarian and ldentitive systems and

powers were built up end after the power of the external

elite (i.e., Great Britain) had declined. By October 1965,

events within Nigeria had reached crisis proportions. The

inability of the national government to use foroe, or the

fear that it would uae force, led to the January 1966 revo-

lution. In this caae we have an attempt at an acceleretion

atretegy in a crisis. The unitary government cen be

viewed aa an attempt to force the Integration of Nigeria.

However, it also seems clear that the revolutionary forcea

did not have full control over the means of violence or the

coercive force. The difficulty in putting down the rlote in

the Northern cities and the eeee with which the eeoond

revolution took place, would Indicate this. It ia clear

that the Gowon government attempted to decelerate Integra-
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tion, while at the mm ti.ae attempting to pleaee the

Southern groups with a different federal dlvieicn, giving

no group the predominant place. But the Gcwon government

was not in effective control over the meana of violence, and

the August and September 1966 riota In the Northern oitiea

probably created a situation in which no compromiae vaa

possible.
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Nationalism and nation-building are prime considerations

today. To study these problems within a nation, for exampla,

Nigeria, one must base the disoussion on three major factors.

Through social mobilization an increasing number move from

the traditional to the modern sector. Political culture de-

scribes oooperation or else cleavage between and among major

groups within the country. Finally, the uses of power by the

government can increase or decrease unity and cooperation be-

tween groups in the country.

Although Nigeria appeared at independence to be very

stable, under examination certain disparities become apparent.

There is a high rate of social mobilization; however, it is

not uniform throughout the country. Ths Ibos of the Eastern

Region were mobilizing most rapidly, with the peoples of the

western Region close behind. The pagan areas of the Northern

Region were also mobilizing faster than the Muslim areas.

Since t.he Northern Muslim areas had originally the strongest

development of organized political society, it is evident that

traditional controlled change does not proceed as rapidly as

uncontrolled change.

An uneven development in social, economic, and political

areas has been the greatest single cause for the cleavage be-

tween the North and the South, The attitudes towards politics

are aspirational, although there is considerable evidence that

at least the Southern Nigerians have had experience with go-
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vernment, and the elites could be called political or adminis-

trative aspirants. As an increasing number of the rural po-

pulation leave the villages for the urban centers, it is

assumed that loyalties become more universalistio. However,

these new universalistio loyalties still are located at levels

below that of the national state. Primarily, we observe

rudiments of cohesive political cultures which operate on

regional rather than national levels, with a minimum of cooper-

ation between and among them.

As seen above, background conditions were weak for the

creation of a national identity. Between 1960 and 1966 the

national government was dominated by the Muslim North which

felt a definite need to "catch up" with the more Westernized

South. There was little If any attempt on the part of the

federal government to increase or redirect identitive power

from the regions to the nation. Utilitarian power, an attempt

to reallocate resources, was also used in this attempt to

"catch up". Coercive power was not adequate to maintain the

government. The January 1966 revolution was an attempt to

accelerate the national focus; but again coercive power was not

adequate. Resentment accumulated over the years led to violent

discrimination against the Ibo of the Eastern Region and,

ultimately, to the civil war. It does seem dear that the

decisions made by the Federal government between 1960 and 1966

increased regional rivalry and interest rather than creating a

national focus.


